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ABSTRACT
A lot of current research on recommender systems focuses
on objectives that go beyond the accuracy of the recommen-
dations; for instance, ensuring that the list of recommended
items is diverse. In this work we explore a particular beyond-
accuracy objective — serendipity. Existing approaches to
measuring serendipity rely on comparing the produced rec-
ommendations against a baseline recommender system. We
take the first step toward a metric that would allow objec-
tively measuring the surprise (or unexpectedness) of recom-
mendations, without comparing them against an alternative
system. We propose two ways to measure surprise, which
constitutes the core component of serendipitous recommen-
dations.

Through offline experiments we compare three state-of-
the-art recommendation algorithms in terms of their abil-
ity to generate surprising recommendations. For one of the
suggested metrics, the results validate the intuition that a
matrix factorization approach generates the most accurate
but also the least surprising recommendations, while a user-
based neighbourhood approach performs best in terms of
surprise.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval—Information Filtering

General Terms
Experimentation, Measurement

Keywords
Recommender systems; evaluation metrics; beyond accu-
racy; serendipity

1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of recommender systems (RS) research has tradi-

tionally been focused on accurately predicting users’ ratings
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for unseen items. However, accuracy is not the only impor-
tant objective of recommendation [12]. In recent years the
focus of RS research has shifted to such objectives as ensur-
ing the recommended items are novel and the set of items is
diverse [17]. These objectives are of particular importance
since in real life systems users are most likely to consider
only a small set of recommendations. It is therefore cru-
cial to make sure that this set of items is as interesting and
engaging as possible.

In this paper we investigate serendipity — an objective
denoting the ability of a system to generate recommenda-
tions that are both surprising and relevant [9]. Although
serendipity is frequently mentioned in the research literature
as an important complement to recommendation accuracy,
until now there have been few attempts to formally define
and measure it. A common intuition in the RS literature
suggests that, of the state-of-the-art recommendation tech-
niques, matrix factorization approaches and the item-based
neighbourhood technique are less likely to make serendipi-
tous recommendations than the user-based neighbourhood
technique [6]. However, to the best of our knowledge, this
intuition has not been confirmed by experimental evaluation.

Existing approaches to measuring serendipity rely on com-
paring the produced recommendations against a baseline
recommender system [13, 8, 1]. We propose metrics that do
not require two systems, but allow evaluating the surprise
of recommendations produced by any existing techniques.

In the rest of this paper, we first review research that ad-
dresses the serendipity objective and position our work with
respect to the previous efforts. We then propose two al-
ternative ways of measuring surprise, which constitutes the
core component of serendipity. Our main and final contri-
bution lies in comparing the performance of three state-of-
the-art recommendation algorithms in terms of their ability
to generate serendipitous recommendations. Our findings
exemplify the trade-off between accuracy and serendipity,
and provide a basis for further research on measuring and
optimizing recommendation serendipity.

2. RELATED WORK
The term serendipity, meaning a “happy and unexpected

discovery by accident”, was coined in the 18th century [2].
In the information retrieval (IR) literature, Toms [16] was
among the first to recognize the importance of facilitat-
ing serendipity in information systems. Other IR studies
have also analyzed the process of serendipitous information
discovery and the paradox of designing for unexpected re-
sults [7, 11]. In the RS literature, Herlocker et al. [9] in-



formally defined serendipitous recommendations as “surpris-
ingly interesting items the user might not have otherwise
discovered”.

2.1 Increasing serendipity
The first attempts to increase the serendipity of retrieved

results were reported in the IR literature, e.g., Campos and
Figueiredo designed a software agent to support serendipi-
tous information discovery through web crawling [4]. More
recently, André et al. [2] suggested viewing serendipity as a
combination of chance discovery and the usefulness of dis-
covered information. The authors provided guidelines to de-
sign information systems with better support for both com-
ponents of serendipity: supporting chance encounters and
enhancing the user’s ability to recognize serendipitous con-
tent.

In the RS literature, Iaquinta et al. were among the first to
optimize a recommender system for serendipity [10]. They
considered items with low similarity to a user’s profile as
potentially serendipitous recommendations and modified a
content-based system to include such items alongside the
standard recommendations. Onuma et al. [15] proposed a
graph-based algorithm for supporting surprising recommen-
dations. The authors introduced the idea of computing a
‘bridge score’ of item nodes in the user-item bipartite graph.
Nodes connecting separate interconnected areas in the graph
receive high bridge scores as they bridge different subspaces
in the item information space. The bridge score may be
combined with an item relevance score when generating rec-
ommendations.

More recently, Oku and Hattori [14] presented a system
that induced possibly serendipitous recommendations by se-
lecting items whose content is a mixture of the content fea-
tures of two items from the user’s profile. Adamopoulos
and Tuzhilin [1] presented an approach to generate unex-
pected recommendations by maximizing a utility function
which combines an item’s relevance and its distance from a
set of ‘expected’ items. The set of expected items includes
all items rated (i.e., seen) by the user and items similar to
the seen ones (similarity is computed using item content fea-
tures).

2.2 Measuring serendipity
Although serendipity has been frequently mentioned in

the IR and RS literature, few works have provided formal
serendipity definitions. This is not surprising, as the no-
tion of an item being surprising or unexpected is difficult to
measure without asking the user’s opinion — and the notion
that the item is delightful is probably impossible to capture.
It is commonly agreed that serendipity consists of two com-
ponents – surprise and relevance [9]. While relevance is easy
to measure using ratings or other forms of user feedback,
surprise (or unexpectedness) of recommendations is difficult
to capture without relying on live user studies which are
expensive to conduct.

As discussed above, previous approaches to increase seren-
dipity relied on various heuristics to generate more surpris-
ing recommendations, e.g., an item being different from a
user’s profile [10, 1], an item being connected to distinct
area in a user-item graph [15], or an item having a mixture
of two input items’ features [14]. However, when evaluat-
ing the quality of the results produced by their heuristics, a
common practice among the authors is comparing the gener-

ated recommendations with recommendations produced by
a primitive baseline system (i.e., one which is not optimized
for serendipity). This approach to measuring serendipity
was proposed by Murakami et al. [13], who argued that a
primitive method produces easily predictable items, while
the goal of a serendipitous recommender is to suggest items
that are difficult to predict. This idea was later adopted by
Ge et al. [8], who proposed a formulation of serendipity that
combines this notion of unexpectedness with item relevance.

This comparative approach to serendipity measurement
has a few drawbacks. First, it is sensitive to the choice of
the baseline recommender system, and second, since it re-
quires having two recommender systems – one optimized for
serendipity and the other not –, it does not allow evaluating
the serendipity of existing state-of-the-art recommendation
approaches.

In this work, we take the first step toward a metric that
would allow objectively measuring the surprise (or unex-
pectedness) of recommendations, without comparing them
against an alternative system. We adopt the idea of mea-
suring an item’s distance from the user’s profile.

As mentioned before, an item’s distance from the set of
items seen by the user has been exploited when optimizing
for serendipity [1]. Also, Vargas and Castells, in their frame-
work for measuring diversity and novelty, defined a metric
that is based on computing an item’s distance from a user’s
profile (although the authors do not use the term ‘serendip-
ity’, but present it as a personalized novelty metric) [17].

Such a formulation of serendipity requires a distance mea-
sure between an item and a set of items. While the previous
works used the average distance computed on item ratings
or content features [17, 1], we hypothesize that averaging
an item’s distance from the user’s profile items is not the
best way to measure the item’s surprise. Intuitively, a user
perceives a recommendation as surprising if it is sufficiently
different from any item the user has seen before. This in-
formation may be lost when averaging the computed dis-
tances, especially if the user has been exposed to diverse
items. Therefore, we propose using the lower bound item
distance from the user’s profile items as an indicator of sur-
prise. We believe this to be a reasonable estimate of how
users perceive unexpected recommendations with respect to
their past interactions with the system.

Note that we do not consider item relevance in our metric
definitions. While relevance is also important to serendipity,
we leave it to be measured separately by accuracy metrics.
Furthermore, similarly to Adamopoulos and Tuzhilin [1], we
also do not require a surprising item to be novel, although
in principle, if an item is dissimilar to a user’s profile, it is
likely to be unknown to the user.

3. SURPRISE METRICS
We propose two alternative definitions of surprise — one

based on users’ rating behaviour and the other based on
item content descriptors. Given the target item and the
user’s profile (a set of items rated by the user), both metrics
produce a score that indicates the level of surprise the target
item brings to the user.

3.1 Co-occurrence-based surprise
The first definition is based on the probability for the

item to be seen (i.e., rated) together with the items in the
user’s profile. To measure the pairwise co-occurrence of



items we employed normalized point-wise mutual informa-
tion (PMI) [3], which measures the probability of observing
specific outcomes of two independent random variables to-
gether. Given a pair of items i and j, we compute their PMI
value as:

PMI(i, j) = log2

p(i, j)

p(i)p(j)
/− log2 p(i, j) (1)

where p(i) and p(j) represent the probabilities for the items
to be rated by any user, and p(i, j) is the probability for the
same user to rate both items. PMI values range from −1
(in the limit) to 1, with −1 meaning the two items are never
rated together, 0 signifying independence of the items, and
1 meaning complete co-occurrence of the items.

In order to measure the surprise of a recommended item
i, we compute its PMI with each item in the user’s profile,
and take the maximum value as the overall surprise value:

Sco-occ(i) = max
j∈P

PMI(i, j) (2)

where P is the user’s profile (i.e., her set of rated items).
Since higher values of PMI(i, j) signify higher co-occurrence

of items i and j (and therefore low surprise of seeing the two
items together), taking the maximum value represents the
lower bound of the surprise perceived by the user when item
i is recommended.

Furthermore, to enable a comparison with the ideas in [17,
1], we conducted experiments with a variant where, instead
of relying on the lower bound of surprise, we take the average
PMI value across items in the user’s profile:

Savg
co-occ(i) =

∑
j∈P PMI(i, j)

|P | (3)

For both Sco-occ and Savg
co-occ, lower values signify better

surprise results.

Limitations.
We note that the co-occurrence-based definition of sur-

prise metric may be sensitive to rare items, since the point-
wise mutual information measure is known to be biased to-
ward rare item pairs [3].

3.2 Content-based surprise
Our second surprise metric is based on distance applied

to item content labels. We employed the complement of
Jaccard similarity metric for comparing the items:

dist(i, j) = 1− Li ∩ Lj

Li ∪ Lj
(4)

where Li and Lj are sets of labels describing items i and j.
To measure the surprise of a recommended item i, we

take the minimum distance between the target item i and
the user’s profile items:

Scont(i) = min
j∈P

dist(i, j) (5)

Taking the minimum distance value as the overall surprise
represents the lower bound of how surprising the item is with
respect to the seen items.

Similarly to the co-occurrence-based surprise, we also eval-
uated in our experiment a variant that takes the average
distance:

Savg
cont(i) =

∑
j∈P dist(i, j)

|P | (6)

For both Scont and Savg
cont, higher values signify better sur-

prise results.

Limitations.
Note that the content-based metric is sensitive to the qual-

ity of item content labels. Low-quality labels may fail to
capture the difference between items. Therefore, particular
care should be taken when applying the metric to datasets
with noisy data, e.g., user-generated labels.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Datasets
We tested the proposed surprise metrics on two bench-

mark datasets for offline recommender system evaluation —
the MovieLens 1M dataset and LastFM 1K dataset.

The MovieLens dataset contains ∼1 million ratings, 6040
users and 3706 movies. The movies are annotated using a
vocabulary of 18 genres (on average 1.65 genres per movie).
To obtain richer content descriptors for the movies, we addi-
tionally scraped IMDb plot keywords for each movie, which
resulted in an average of 81 labels per movie.

The LastFM dataset contains the listening events for 992
users and more than 100K artists. As the dataset is ex-
tremely sparse, we cleaned the set of artists by leaving only
those for which we could obtain at least three LastFM tags
and discarding artists that were listened to by fewer than
20 users. This resulted in 992 users and 7280 artists, with
a total of ∼500K ratings. The listening frequencies of the
artists were transformed into ratings from 1 to 5 using the
standard approach of converting implicit feedback into nu-
merical ratings [17]. Since LastFM content labels for artists
are user-generated (and not editorial as in the case of IMDb),
to avoid noisy data we retrieved a maximum of the 10 most
popular labels for every artist. This resulted in 9.2 labels
per artist on average.

We used three state-of-the-art recommendation algorithms
in our experiments: PureSVD — a matrix factorization ap-
proach (with 50 factors) that has been shown to perform
well for top-N recommendation tasks [5] — and two stan-
dard neighbourhood methods — user-based and item-based
collaborative filtering (with a neighbourhood size of 50) [6].

4.2 Evaluation methodology
In recent years, rating-based accuracy metrics for offline

RS evaluations have been replaced by precision-oriented met-
rics that more closely reflect the users’ interaction with the
system — considering only a small set of top-ranked recom-
mendations, ignoring the lower-ranked items.

In accordance with these state-of-the-art evaluation strate-
gies, in this work we adopt the ‘one plus random’ methodol-
ogy [5]. The methodology is based on splitting the dataset
into a training set M and probe set P , constructing the test
set T by selecting one highly-rated item per user from the
probe set. Then, for each user u we make predictions for
1000 unrated items plus the one test item. The set of 1001
items is ranked according to the recommender’s predicted
score and the top-N recommendations are selected (we used
N=10 in our experiments). If the test item is among the
top-N items, we have a hit. The overall performance of the
system — recall — is calculated as the ratio of the number of
hits over the total number of test users. The underlying as-
sumption that the 1000 unseen items are irrelevant is clearly



undervaluing the performance, as certain items among the
1000 may be actually relevant for the user.

We believe this methodology to be appropriate when mea-
suring the surprise of recommendations as it involves items
the user has not discovered (i.e., unrated items), whereas
other offline evaluation strategies employ items the user has
had no trouble discovering (i.e., already rated items).

As described in Section 3, given an item and the user’s
profile, the co-occurrence-based and content-based surprise
metrics produce a score in [−1; 1] and [0; 1] respectively. To
obtain a single surprise value for a user’s top-N recommenda-
tion list, we average the surprise values of all recommended
items.

We computed the results using 5-fold cross validation with
80%-20% training/probe set split.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a first step in the evaluation, to make sure that the

two surprise metrics are not redundant, we compared them
using the following procedure: for each user in the dataset,
we generated a list of top-10 recommendations using the
PureSVD matrix factorization approach. We then ranked
the 10 items using each metric and computed Spearman’s
rank correlation for the two rankings. Averaging the re-
sults over all users we obtained values close to zero for both
MovieLens and LastFM datasets. This indicates that the
two metric definitions capture different aspects of surprise.

In accordance with this finding, the two surprise metrics
give different results in our main experiment.

5.1 Surprise value comparison
Table 1 lists the average recall and surprise values across

test users for the evaluated algorithms — matrix factoriza-
tion approach (MF), user-based approach (UB), and item-
based approach (IB) — on both datasets. All reported met-
rics produce significantly different means when applied to
different algorithms (p < 0.001 in a one-way ANOVA test).
To measure which algorithms perform better/worse than the
others, we applied the two-tailed t-test to each pair of algo-
rithms.

Table 1: Recall and surprise results for the three
tested algorithms. For each metric, values marked
with +/− are significantly better/worse than the
other two values with p < 0.001.

MovieLens 1M LastFM 1K

Metric MF UB IB MF UB IB

Recall 0.334+ 0.022− 0.065 0.427+ 0.051 0.059

Sco-occ 0.349 0.349 0.354− 0.379+ 0.404 0.407−

Scont 0.915− 0.928+ 0.927 0.480− 0.643+ 0.613

Savg
co-occ 0.177− 0.146 0.097+ 0.141− 0.012+ 0.049

Savg
cont 0.976− 0.981+ 0.980 0.887− 0.938+ 0.928

As expected, MF produces the most accurate recommen-
dations, outperforming both neighbourhood approaches.

For the content-based surprise metric (where higher val-
ues are better), the results are consistent for both minimum
distance (Eq. 5) and average distance (Eq. 6) metric vari-
ants — MF performs significantly worse than both UB and
IB, while UB performs better than IB.

On the other hand, for the co-occurrence-based surprise
metric (where lower values are better), results differ for the
minimum distance (Eq. 2) and average distance (Eq. 3) vari-
ants. In case of the minimum distance Sco-occ variant, the
MF approach performs as well as the UB and IB approaches,
even outperforming both of them on the LastFM dataset.
Contrastingly, the average distance variant Savg

co-occ shows MF
to be outperformed by both UB and IB techniques.

An explanation for results of the co-occurrence-based sur-
prise metric may lie in its sensitivity to rare items. In our ex-
periments, the matrix factorization approach tends to rank
popular items higher than both neighbourhood approaches,
which can influence the values of point-wise mutual infor-
mation. When one of the items in PMI(i, j) is rare, the nor-
malized PMI metric can take extreme values — close to 1
if the two items frequently co-occur in the dataset, or close
to −1 if they almost never occur together. Consequently,
the minimum distance metric variant (which takes the max-
imum PMI value as the lower bound of an item’s distance
to a user’s profile) tends to produce higher values when ap-
plied to rare items, while the average distance metric variant
tends to produce low overall scores as it gets reduced by the
negative PMI values. More experiments are needed to con-
firm this intuition. If confirmed, the Sco-occ metric could be
modified to avoid a bias toward rare items [3].

5.2 The impact of user’s profile size
The size of a user’s profile is an important factor to con-

sider when measuring surprise of recommendations. Intu-
itively, the more items a user has been exposed to, the more
difficult it is to surprise the user. To test this intuition,
we plotted the surprise values obtained for individual users
against their profile size. For both surprise metrics, we plot-
ted two variants of results — one obtained using the min-
imum distance from the user’s profile, and the other using
the average distance from the profile. In both cases we mea-
sured the surprise of the recommendations generated using
the most accurate recommendation method — the PureSVD
approach.

Results for the minimum distance metric variant for both
datasets are shown in the left half of Figure 1. As the user
profile size increases, surprise values for the Sco-occ metric
tend to increase and the values for the Scont metric decrease,
i.e., in both cases the surprise of recommendations is de-
creasing. This finding confirms the intuition that given a
large user’s profile, there is a higher chance of finding an
item similar to the recommended item, therefore, the chance
of surprising the user is smaller.

The same trend is not observed when computing surprise
using the average item’s distance from a user’s profile (right
half of Figure 1), as the surprise values are independent of
the profile size. We therefore believe that the minimum
distance is more appropriate when measuring an item’s sur-
prise with respect to a user’s profile, since averaging item
distances results in losing information about the user’s past
interactions with the system.

5.3 Qualitative analysis
For a qualitative insight into the results, we looked at the

recommendations generated for individual users. Table 2
shows for one user from the LastFM dataset 10 items from
her profile and the top-10 recommendations generated using
each algorithm. A subset of content labels is displayed for



Figure 1: Profile size influence on surprise values.

each item. (The full set of labels is omitted due to space lim-
itations.) As can be seen from the content labels, all three
algorithms generate items that are related to the user’s mu-
sical preferences — independent rock and electronic music.
However, user-based recommendations include more artists
that may be surprising discoveries for the user, e.g., a jazz
musician and a string quartet playing covers of popular songs
in classical style. The item-based approach generates one
such recommendation — a heavy metal band playing rock-
abilly songs.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we investigated two metrics – co-occurrence-

based (Sco-occ) and content-based (Scont) – for measuring
surprise in recommender systems. We evaluated each metric
with three state-of-the-art recommenders on two benchmark
datasets.

For both co-occurrence- and content-based metrics, two
variants were evaluated — one using the minimum item’s
distance from the user’s profile items as an indicator of sur-
prise, and the other using the average distance from the
profile items.

Using the Scont surprise metric, the experimental results
confirm that there is a trade-off between recommendation
accuracy and serendipity [8] and the intuition that the ma-
trix factorization approach, while being the most accurate,
produces the least surprising recommendations with respect
to the user’s profile. Conversely, the user-to-user collabora-
tive filtering approach produces the most surprising recom-
mendations.

The above finding is confirmed for both Scont metric vari-
ants — the minimum distance and average distance. How-

ever, the analysis of user’s profile size influence on surprise
values indicates that some information may be lost when
using the average distance metric variant. Therefore, we be-
lieve that using the minimum distance to profile items is the
better approach for measuring surprise.

The findings of Scont are not fully confirmed using the al-
ternative, co-occurrence-based surprise metric Sco-occ. We
believe the reason for this lies in the metric’s sensitivity to
rare items. However, the metric deserves further investiga-
tion, since in contrast to the content-based metric, it does
not rely on item content labels and may capture a different
aspect of surprise than the content-based metric.

The next steps in our research include measuring how the
state-of-the-art recommendation algorithms perform with
respect to other beyond-accuracy objectives, such as diver-
sity, novelty, and coverage, in addition to serendipity. Addi-
tionally, we want to investigate the correlations and trade-
offs between these objectives. Finally, we would like to
conduct a live user study, since no evaluation of beyond-
accuracy objectives can be complete without obtaining feed-
back from real users.
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